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The Board Means Well
(but they’re often wrong)
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Let’s just get it all
out in the open

Be ready to share your
stories, tips, frustrations,
and wins.
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Let’s just get it all
out in the open
‐ The Purpose of the Board
‐ Common Frictions
‐ What’s in it for them?

‐ Where to draw the line
‐ How to win the board over
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Purpose
of the Board
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Purpose
of the Board
“The board of directors is the governing body of a nonprofit.
Individuals who sit on the board are responsible for
overseeing the organization's activities. Board members meet
periodically to discuss and vote on the affairs of the
organization. The board of directors, as a governing body,
should focus on the organization's mission, strategy,
and goals.”
https://www.501c3.org
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Purpose
of the Board
Help decide the direction
of new branding for the org

Choose the font and colors
for the website

Feedback on which social
platforms may be worth using

Insisting on a social platform,
content strategy, or content

Evaluate importance of
individual vs corp giving efforts

Dictate which amounts to show
on the donate page

Decide the scale of the gala

Insist on specific photos or colors
for the gala emails

Determine if time should be
invested in upgrading technology

Reviewing and approving every tool
and platform before usage

Unless an expert in that field!*
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Purpose
of the Board

Ultimate value:
Leverage professional experience
to streamline decision-making processes
related to overarching mission activities.
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Common Frictions

Over-involvement in the details
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Common Frictions

Assumed expertise
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Common Frictions

Ego
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What’s in it
for them?
‐ Sense of giving, feeling useful
‐ Contribution to a cause
‐ Elevate own profile
‐ Network with similarly-accomplished
individuals
○ Including events
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Where to draw
the line

No need to run every small decision past the board.
(unless this is in the organization charter—
it probably isn’t)
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Where to draw
the line

Limit involvement with part-time
or entry-level staff.
Keep it to the top.
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How to win
them over

Tie autonomously-made decisions back
to board-defined plans and goals.
Show that actions are informed
by board-defined direction.
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How to win
them over

Show data: numbers, facts, results.
Not opinions or anecdotal evidence.
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How to win
them over

Give credit where credit is due.
Acknowledge input, ideas, and help.
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Questions?

Contact:
Salvatore Salpietro
salvatore@fundraiseup.com
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